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A Festive Bonanza of Micro Angles 

 

I thought I’d kick off 2018 by pulling together a few jockey and trainer angles that have 

caught my eye in recent weeks, for one reason or another. With any luck they may spark 

some ideas and point you to a few winners in the second half of the jumps season.  

 

Let’s crack on...  

 

Tom Cannon 

I noted Tom Cannon winning a decent hurdle for Alan King and thought I’d take a look at 

his stats. After plenty of grafting around the likes of Plumpton and Fontwell, usually 

scrubbing along a recalcitrant Chris Gordon handicapper, he appears to be getting the 

chances he deserves. I think he is underrated.  

 

In the last year… (2017-)  

• Alan King 

• All runners 

• 12/1 or shorter SP 

26 bets / 7 wins / 16 places / 27% sr / +12 SP / +19 BFSP / AE 1.27  

 

In 2016 he was 4/30,11p and the stats may be starting to suggest that he is improving as a 

rider and/or Alan King is putting him on better horses/those with more of a chance.  

 

Of some interest… on Saturdays… 

 

6/24,11p, +13 … all runners to date ever  

 

In 2017 on Saturdays, with the rules above… 5/11,8p… weekends (Sat+Sun)… 6/14,10p, 

+22 SP  

 

In 2017 those sent off bigger than 12/1 are 0/11,1p, so something to keep an eye on.  

This could be an ‘under the radar’ partnership to keep an eye on, especially at 

weekends/Saturdays when there are more demands for all jockeys and better races to target 

etc.  

I didn’t think of him as an ‘Alan King Jockey’, (ie you look at his name and assume 

someone else must have had the chance to ride)- this is clearly nonsense but I suspect I am 

not the only one who may have thought such things, which may keep the prices of his 

mounts bigger than they should be. Maybe he is the natural replacement for Hutchinson in 

time.  

Anyway, an angle to keep an eye on.  
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Bryony Frost 

This young rider keeps lighting up out screens with big race wins.  

 

I thought I’d just have a quick dive into her stats, for interest…  

So, just for 2017 and ignoring all rides for Jimmy Frost  

 

• 16/61,27p, +37 BFSP 

o 16/1 or shorter SP: 16/52,27p, +46  

• Had ridden the horse only once before: 5/10,6p, +30  

• Non Handicaps: 12/30,18p, +18  

• 7 or fewer runners: 10/19,13p, +7  

• Riding for Paul Nicholls: 15/39,22p, +34  

o Claiming 0 or 3lb : 7/9,7p, +32  

Paddy Brennan  

 

Paddy Brennan occupies a place in the hearts of a few RTP readers, including my own. 

There is the ‘Cue Card’ factor but from a betting point of view he once helped pull in the 

profits when riding the bulk of the ‘Tom George Chasers’ qualifiers on the free blog posts. 

Heskin has yet to live up to those heady heights. He has given a few of my ‘tips’ some 

superb rides in the past and now he is working his magic for team FOB. I get the impression 

he’s as (if not more) important behind the scenes there as he is on the racetrack. You only 

have to watch the rides on Doitforthevillage and Perfect Candidate to realise he’s a jockey 

at the top of his game. He isn’t getting any younger and he is a bit ‘agricultural’ when it 

comes to his style, but he often gets the job done. 

 

I thought it may be of interest to some of you if I highlighted a few angles you may wish to 

track/take note of. As with any approach, especially jockeys, you should be cautious. While 

much of his recent success will be down to his talent, a large chunk will be down to the 

coming force that is Fergal O’Brien. They appear to work very well together as a team. But 

you do need the horses.  

 

The following stats/pointers are from the start of 2016. I have deliberately focussed on this 

period due to the role Paddy now occupies at Fergal’s.  

1st Jan 2016- 

 

All rides/all race types 

• 14/1 or shorter SP: 717 bets / 170 wins / 336 places / 24% sr / +197 SP / +317 

BFSP  

• 16/1 or bigger SP: 154 bets / 5 wins / 26 places / 3% sr / -35 SP / +30 BFSP / AE 

0.75  
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If you ignored the following: Maiden hurdles / Maiden NHF / Novice Chases / Novice 

Hurdles:- 

• 14/1 or shorter….  

o 591 bets / 140 wins / 273 places / 24% sr / +220 SP / +334 BFSP  

You could just focus on his Class 1 + 2 rides (all race types), 14/1 or shorter SP :- 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 110 35 31.82 136.57 51 46.36 124.15 182.83 30.61 1.76 

2017 53 15 28.3 43.07 24 45.28 81.26 55.52 14.51 1.58 

2016 57 20 35.09 93.5 27 47.37 164.04 127.31 16.1 1.92 

 

The value may well start to go with the following, but when Paddy rides for Fergal O’Brien, 

in a standard National Hunt Flat Race, it’s worth taking note:- (any odds, inc a 20/1 

winner…) 

 

• 45 bets / 15 wins / 20 places / 33% sr / +69 SP / +86 BFSP / AE 2.01 

 

The chase is on… 

• Paddy Brennan 

• ‘Chase’ races (non novice) / Handicap Chases / Handicap Novice Chases 

• Class 1-4 

• 14/1 or shorter SP (a guide, a few places at bigger odds)  

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 279 72 25.81 139.67 134 48.03 50.06 207.49 46.44 1.19 

2017 111 33 29.73 76.2 55 49.55 68.65 102.78 21.44 1.31 

2016 168 39 23.21 63.47 79 47.02 37.78 104.72 24.99 1.1 

 

You could narrow this down further/reduce the number of bets, by focussing on 

when… 

• The horse had run at today’s track, in chases, at least once 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 101 36 35.64 145.77 57 56.44 144.33 190.95 43.65 1.74 

2017 38 13 34.21 45.69 21 55.26 120.24 54.1 16.37 1.69 

2016 63 23 36.51 100.08 36 57.14 158.86 136.85 27.28 1.77 
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Donald McCain 

 

I’ve been intending have a dip into McCain’s stats for some time, to see if I could unearth 

anything of note. It feels as though the yard has been having a consistent year with winners 

in many colours. Losing the Rooney horses no doubt knocked the operation but it appears 

that episode is well behind them. McCain seems to be a jack of all trades with winners in 

most race types and with horses at different stages of their careers. I have focussed my 

attention from the start of 2016 . I’ve found a few ‘way’s in’ that we can track… 

 

Micro 1  

• Handicap Chases (inc Novice hncps)  

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st onwards) 

• NOT running at the same class as LTO (so a class move)  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide)  

 
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 57 15 26.32 64.5 21 36.84 113.16 72.36 12.75 1.62 

2017 22 7 31.82 35 10 45.45 159.09 39.02 9.15 2.21 

2016 35 8 22.86 29.5 11 31.43 84.29 33.34 3.6 1.31 

 

Micro 2 

• Handicaps – All handicaps excluding Handicap Novice Hurdles 

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st-) 

• NOT running at the same class as LTO (so a class move)  

• 0-2 wins in Handicap National Hunt Race Type  

o (e.g. running in a handicap hurdle, 0-2 wins in handicap hurdles)  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide) (16/1+ 1/30,3p, inc a 16/1 winner…they are worth a glance) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 93 25 26.88 90.13 35 37.63 96.91 100.37 14.43 1.67 

2017 42 14 33.33 59.13 18 42.86 140.79 65.89 8.2 2.02 

2016 51 11 21.57 31 17 33.33 60.78 34.48 6.23 1.37 

 

Micro 3 

• Handicap Chase + Handicap Hurdle (standard, NOT Novice handicaps)  

• 1+ run in previous 90 days 

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st-) 

• Position in weights: Top (inc joint) or Clear Second.  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide, 0/11,2p 16/1+ SP) 
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Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 135 35 25.93 79.96 57 42.22 59.23 97.38 12.17 1.47 

2017 58 18 31.03 47.96 24 41.38 82.69 54.66 -0.34 1.75 

2016 77 17 22.08 32 33 42.86 41.56 42.72 12.51 1.26 

 

Notes…. As is usually the case I have focussed on handicaps. Generally, we are looking at 

horses that are fit and/or have runs this season to indicate some level of well-being. When 

looking through the stats it was apparent than many of his do not perform that well after 

extended breaks of more than 90 days, and those with a few runs under their belt this season 

do best. It may be McCain now takes a more gentle approach with his horses in the hope 

that they hold their form for longer.  

 

Micro 1+2 have a class move – so doing something different/a trainer behaviour trait. There 

will be some cross over between the two angles. Micro 2 homes in on unexposed 

handicappers. Micro 3 focusses on handicappers near the top of the weights, and as such the 

best horses in the race on known form, on ratings. They may provide us with some more 

‘starting points’ and in any case should be of some use, even if not backing ‘systematically’.  

 

Gavin Sheehan 

 

GS is undoubtedly talented but over the summer Warren Greatrex dumped him as stable 

jockey and recruited Dickie Johnson to the job, when available. (I think Hobbs comes first, 

then Tim Vaughan, and he has commitments to Henry Daly) He’d lost his way somewhat 

and his confidence had taken a battering.   

 

In recent weeks, freed from his #1 duties for WG, I have noticed him riding winners for a 

few other trainers. I wouldn’t back any of the following systematically, but you may find it 

of use, especially as a ‘starting point’… 

 

Since the start of September on all runners priced 14/1 or shorter SP… 

• 57 bets / 14 wins / 33 places / 25% sr / +30  

• Rode the horse last time: 22 bets / 9 wins / 16 places / 41% sr / +36 SP / +41 BFSP 

Jamie Snowden and Paul Webber have used him plenty in recent weeks and to good effect. 

They clearly rate him. He will often be one of the better riders in poor mid-week races and 

it’s worth keeping watch on his mounts. He seems to do better on horses that he knows and 

has ridden before. Plenty of logic in that. I’d like to think he is more confident than he was a 

few months back and that will transmit to his mounts. It would appear a few smaller yards 

are taking note of his availability. His booking should be noted. 
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Evan Williams  

 

Focussing on handicap hurdles has often been a good source of profits with this yard. 

 I have just had a look and a simple approach did appear… 

• 2015- (up to end 3rd December 2017) 

• Evan Williams  

• Handicap Hurdles (‘standard’ handicaps) 

• Horse WON Last Time Out 

• Any odds 

47 bets / 15 wins / 25 places / 32% sr / +83 SP / +153 BFSP 

 

Those results are boosted by the 40/1 winner of Court Minstrel a couple of years back, but 

even without him they look solid. These types are underestimated by the market. There are 

not too many qualifiers but most of the time it would be to keep them onside. 

 

David Pipe 

When tipping a few more losers last week I stumbled across some fascinating stats for Pipe 

runners that Pulled Up on their last start. Blowing three points on said race will have been 

worth it if the following can point to some winners in the months ahead… every cloud… 

 

David Pipe/ 2012-  / All Chases / PU LTO  

 

• 11/1 or shorter SP: 48 bets / 16 wins / 22 places / 33% sr / +79 SP / +98 BFSP / 

AE 2.2 

• 14/1 or shorter SP: 59 bets / 17 wins / 24 places / 29% sr / +83 SP / +105 BFSP / 

AE 2.1 

• 16/1 + : 1/32,4p, -6 

Fergal O’Brien 

Recently Fergal sent out the 13-year-old Ratify to win at Wincanton. It was a joy to watch 

as he made all and put his field to the sword. It was the horse’s first run for the yard – a 

‘trainer change’. Surprisingly to my eyes this angle still seems to be profitable and even 

more so since the start of 2016.  

 

Since Jan 1st 2016 horses making their first start for the yard, having been trained at least 

once under rules elsewhere, are… 

 

44 bets / 10 wins / 18 places / 23% sr / +46 SP / +73 BFSP / AE 1.42  

 

If you focussed on his National Hunt runners and excluded those running in Novice/Maiden 

Hurdles on his first start for him… 

 

32 bets / 10 wins / 17 places / 31% sr / +58 SP / +85 BFSP / AE 1.73  
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Rose Dobbin 

Since start of 2016 –  

• 14/1 or bigger SP, all runners: 1/110,12p, -91 

• So, 12/1 or shorter SP…. >>> 

o 1 Win only in National Hunt Race Type: 10/37,18p, +24 SP, +30 BFSP, 

AE 1.52  

o Track Location: NOT Scotland or North East England 

▪ 16/66,34p, +42 SP, +57 BFSP, AE 1.47  

▪ In 2017: 12/38,23p, +47 SP, +59 BFSP, AE 1.87  

▪ Within these stats, Handicap Novice Chasers… 0/10,4p 

Mrs Alex Dunn 

Micro 1 

• National Hunt 

• Handicaps 

• 1-3 runs previous 90 days only  

• 6-8 runs in National Hunt Race Type  

• 28/1 or shorter SP (guide) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 39 12 30.77 86.95 22 56.41 222.95 106.4 26.13 1.93 

2017 11 4 36.36 41 5 45.45 372.73 50.45 6.02 2.29 

2016 21 6 28.57 38.95 13 61.9 185.48 44.7 17.82 1.86 

2015 7 2 28.57 7 4 57.14 100 11.25 2.29 1.61 

 

Micro 2 

• National Hunt 

• Handicaps 

• 1-6 runs in NH handicap type 

• 0 wins in NH handicap type  

• Horse unplaced last time out  

• 25/1 or shorter SP (guide, 0/27,1p above this to date)  

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 81 19 23.46 122.75 30 37.04 151.54 187.41 27.01 1.95 

2017 18 5 27.78 21 7 38.89 116.67 32.89 2.68 2.23 

2016 42 8 19.05 46.5 15 35.71 110.71 55.68 9.06 1.59 

2015 21 6 28.57 55.25 8 38.1 263.1 98.85 15.27 2.41 
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Harry Bannister 

 

Harry lost his claim early in 2017 and that can lead to a lack of opportunities for a young 

jockey. Not for Harry.  

 

I have just focussed on all his rides in 2017 to date and the stats are quite something…. 

167 bets / 39 wins / 72 places / 23% sr / +72 SP / +104 BFSP / AE 1.27  

Odds- 

• 28/1+ : 0/17,0p 

• 13/2 or shorter SP: 32/103,59p, +40 BFSP, AE 1.21  

 

Just looking at those priced 25/1 or shorter SP… 

 

The Trainers 

A jockey’s fortunes can be linked to who they ride for and Harry appears to have some 

noteworthy supporters, most notably Harry Whittington. (who I should take a closer look at 

in future) I don’t know if he is officially stable jockey but it does look that way. As such 

when he rides a HW horse it may not be significant (in terms of ‘oh, he’s booked jockey X’) 

but he can clearly ride. The following link ups may be worth keeping an eye on. When 

riding for… 

• Mick Easterby: 6/15, 9p, +13  

• W Greatrex: 5/17,8p, +54  

• Charlie Mann: 7/27,13p, +38 

• Henry Oliver: 2/6,3p, +12 

• H Whittington: 17/62,31p, +19  

 

Race Type 

Focusing on his rides in standard (non novice/seller etc) handicaps (Chases + Hurdles) 

(25/1< guide)  

 

79 bets / 24 wins / 36 places / 30% sr / +95 SP / +121 BFSP / AE 1.67 

 

Plenty of these mounts are well supported late on (no doubt Harry W and Mick E like a 

bet!) as you could have made +30 points above SP just by taking opening show odds, 10 

mins or so before the off. Returns at morning prices would be even greater.  

 

It should also be noted that these 24 wins come from 17 different horses.  

Unsurprisingly he has a decent record on more unexposed horses (who by their nature are 

open to more improvement, rather than ‘been there and done it’ exposed handicappers), 

which could also be linked to the methods of the trainers he rides for.  
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Those with 0-2 wins in the handicap NH race type (so running in a handicap hurdle, 0-2 

handicap hurdle wins) are… 

63 bets / 22 wins / 32 places / 35% sr / +101 SP / +127 BFSP / AE 1.88  

 

On those handicappers he’s ridden five times or fewer… 

61 best / 21 wins / 30 places / 34% sr / +102 SP / +128 BFSP / AE 2.06 

 

Those handicappers carrying 11-6-11-11… 

15/23,19p, +63 BFSP  

 

Miss R McDonald 

This young jockey is another who has been seen to good effect in 2017. She’s stuck in my 

mind having ridden old Harry The Viking a few times, and made all at Musselburgh 

yesterday on Buckled.  

 

Before this year she had a total of 6 winners under rules to her name. In 2017 to date: 

 

49 bets / 10 wins / 17 places / 20% sr / +48 SP / +60 BFSP / AE 1.47  

 

Her wins this year have come in three race types: NH Flat / Handicap Chase / Handicap 

Hurdle:  

 

38 bets / 10 wins / 17 places / 26% sr / +59 SP / +71 BFSP / AE 1.63  

 

All bar one of those wins has come for Sandy Thompson and two of those winners have 

been 25/1.  I wouldn’t necessarily start backing her mounts blind but she is a capable rider 

on the evidence we have and her mounts always look worth a second glance.  She’s more 

than adept at front running or running on the pace. If she looks likely to get the lead or there 

is no pace in the race her mounts may be worth even closer scrutiny.  

** 

Richard Hobson 

Now, this could be a trainer to follow.  

Much like Tom Lacey he has a different modus operandi to many, in the sense that he 

doesn’t just train. (Tom is very much a selling yard and his wife trains pointers… as does 

Fergal O’Brien’s. Maybe there’s something in that!) This ex jumps jockey is primarily a 

bloodstock agent but he gave an interesting interview on RUK that hinted at a promising 

future. In recent months/years buying horses from France has become increasingly 

expensive and out of reach for many owners. He’s turned his attention to buying yearlings 

and foals and playing a long term waiting game. In the last couple of years he has really 

upped the training game in terms of numbers and winners. Given the list of horses he has 

purchased for others there is every reason to hope there may be a steady stream of young 

horses that he trains to success. No doubt he will be looking for buyers for many of them, as 

well as wanting to maintain an income as an agent. So, it’s in his interest to train winners.  

This is the man who sourced Hurricane Fly, Sir Des Champs, Saint Are and six other G1 

winners, as well as numerous others. (well, over 300 purchased winners to date)  
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You’d like to think he will be buying some exciting ones for himself, that he will hope to 

sell on one day. The fact he buys many of the horses he trains (he is the agent) and rears 

them from young marks him out as a bit different.  

Some stats… 

 

In 2016 + 2017, all runners:  

 

102 bets / 19 wins / 31 places / 19% sr / +45 SP / +89 BFSP  

 

Micro 

Horses aged 3-6, 20/1 or shorter SP –  

44 bets / 16 wins / 23 places / 36% sr / +71 SP / +110 BFSP / AE 1.78  

(3/37,6 with those aged 7+)  

 

To date he’s appeared adept at placing his horses to great success. Having just read his 

website/news update he appears to be generous with pre-race information. He didn’t exactly 

put readers off his 16/1 bumper winner at Ffos Las recently. Shame I didn’t read that 

beforehand or have these stats as a foundation.  He is ‘only’ 1/19 with Irish Bred horses to 

date. Unsurprisingly his record with French Breds isn’t bad nor with German breds.  

 

Fingers crossed he is worth keeping an eye on. He appears to fly under the radar but clearly 

knows the time of day and there are plenty of logical reasons for why he should remain 

successful. I have noted how he likes riders to be aggressive on his horses, a few making all 

from recent memory. That’s the obvious tactic to adopt if you want to give your horse the 

best chance of winning.  

 

** 

That is all for this month. A few ideas to get stuck into and I hope they point you to a few 

winners in the weeks ahead.  

 

Thanks for reading and happy punting, 

 

Josh Wright 

 

www.racingtoprofit.co.uk  


